ABRAZIVES - SANDPAPER - HAND SANDING

- Cloth backing makes it strong and durable
- Excellent for rust removal or metal sanding
- Assorted Grits of Emery Cloth

3M Emery Cloth, 3 2/3” x 9”, Assorted MMM 03008

- Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
- Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints
- Assorted Grits of Sandpaper - 320, 400, 600, 800
- 3 2/3” x 9”
- Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)

3M Imperial Wetordry Sandpaper, 3 2/3” x 9”, Assorted MMM 3024

- Perfect for clear coat sanding and defect removal.
- Includes 1 sheet each of 1000 grit, 1500 grit, and 2500 grit and 2 sheets of 2000 grit.
- Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
- Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints
- 3 2/3” x 9”

3M Wetordry Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3” x 9”, Assorted MMM 03006

- Suitable for hand or machine sanding
- Can be used on metal, plastic body filler and fiberglass
- Contains a tough and versatile synthetic abrasive made with aluminum oxide mineral for perfect sanding
- Great for use with 3M Sanding Block (PN 03149 or 03148)

3M Aluminum Oxide Automotive Sandpaper, Coarse, 3 2/3” x 9” MMM 03038NA

- Suitable for hand or machine sanding
- Can be used on metal, plastic body filler and fiberglass
- Contains a tough and versatile synthetic abrasive made with aluminum oxide mineral for perfect sanding
- Great for use with 3M Sanding Block (PN 03149 or 03148)

3M Aluminum Oxide Automotive Sandpaper, Medium, 3 2/3” x 9” MMM 03035NA

- Suitable for hand or machine sanding
- Can be used on metal, plastic body filler and fiberglass
- Contains a tough and versatile synthetic abrasive made with aluminum oxide mineral for perfect sanding
- Great for use with 3M Sanding Block (PN 03149 or 03148)

3M Aluminum Oxide Automotive Sandpaper, Fine, 3 2/3” x 9” MMM 03031

- Range of abrasive grits for each step of auto body repair
- Great for stripping paint to metal, featheredging around repair area and shaping/sanding body filler
- Aluminum oxide abrasive cuts fast, lasts a long time and resists loading
- Light to heavy paper backing is suitable for machine or hand sanding
- Resin bonded for heat resistance and added durability

3M Sandpaper, 180, 320, 40, 80, Assorted, P80 MMM 03037

- Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
- Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints.
- 400 grit sandpaper
- 3 2/3” x 9”
- Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)

3M Imperial Wetordry Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3” x 9” MMM 03018

- Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
- Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints.
- 600 grit sandpaper
- 3 2/3” x 9”
- Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)

3M Imperial Wetordry Sandpaper, 3 2/3” x 9” MMM 03020

- Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
- Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints.
- 800 grit sandpaper
- 3 2/3” x 9”
- Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)

3M Imperial Wetordry Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3” x 9” MMM 03022

- Designed for sanding old paint, primer and final coats.
- Ideal for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints.
- 1000 grit sandpaper
- 3 2/3” x 9”
- Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)
• Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
• Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints
• 2000 grit sandpaper
• 3 2/3" x 9"
• Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)

3M Imperial Wetordry Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3" x 9" MMM 03003

• Works well for sanding old paint, primer and final coats
• Excellent for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints
• 1500 grit sandpaper
• 3 2/3" x 9"
• Great when used with 3M Sanding Blocks (PN 03148 or 03149)

3M Imperial Wetordry Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3" x 9" MMM 03002

• Strips paint to metal and shapes and sands body filler
• Sands faster and lasts longer
• Clog resistant
• Ideal for body work
• 80 grit sandpaper

3M Premium Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3" x 9" MMM 03076

• For finishing of shaping body filler and beginning sanding process
• Sands faster and lasts longer
• Clog resistant
• Ideal for body work
• 180 grit sandpaper

3M Premium Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3" x 9" MMM 03077

• Perfect for primer, glaze, and putty preparation
• Sands faster and lasts longer
• Clog resistant
• Ideal for body work
• 320 grit sandpaper

3M Premium Automotive Sandpaper, 3 2/3" x 9" MMM 03078

• Structured abrasives feature an engineered surface of microscopic three-dimensional structures resembling pyramids.
• This precise and consistent abrasive surface is ideal for stainless steel applications requiring a fine finish.

3M Trizact 1/3 Sheet MMM 03064

• Ideal abrasives for detailed finishing and polishing
• Trizact technology delivers fast, extremely consistent cut
• Very fine grade abrasive delivers refined finishes to auto clear coats
• Lightweight foam backing provides flexibility and attaches easily to sanding blocks
• Excellent for wet sanding to reduce dust and prolong sheet life

3M Trizact Performance Sandpaper, 3 2/3 in. x 9 in., 5000 grit MMM 03056

• Most flexible backing with more consistent scratch pattern make this 3Ms best wet sanding product
• 9" x 11" Sheets
• 5 sheets per pack
• 220 grit sandpaper

FTE Imperial Wetordry Sheet, 9" x 11" MMM 32043

• Waterproof for wet sanding
• Excellent for sanding primed surfaces
• Removing orange peel, dust nibs and light sagging of the top coat
• Designed for sanding old paint, primer and final coats.
• Ideal for sanding primers, sealers, plastic, lacquers and paints.

3M Wetordry Sandpaper Sheet, 9" x 11", Assorted MMM 03021

• Used in wet sanding. Use for scuffing the blend area prior to painting.
• Most flexible backing with more consistent scratch pattern make this 3Ms best wet sanding product.
• Abrasive Mineral type: Aluminum Oxide.
• FEPA: P400

3M Imperial Wetordry 9" x 11" Sheet MMM 32038

• Most flexible backing with more consistent scratch pattern make this 3M’s best wet sanding product.
• 9" x 11" Sheets
• 5 sheets per pack
• 800 grit sandpaper

3M Imperial Wetordry Sheet, 9" x 11" MMM 32035

• 3M’s fastest cutting, longest lasting abrasive for saving labor costs and improving quality
• 9" x 11" Sheets
• 5 sheets per pack
• 1000 grit sandpaper

FTE Imperial Wetordry Sheet, 9" x 11" MMM 32021

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**Body Filler**

- Use for wet sanding and dry sanding without switching sandpaper
- Full range of grades is ideal for aggressive or refined auto sanding
- Silicon carbide abrasive self-fractures for longer life
- Flexible lightweight paper conforms to auto body surfaces for consistent finishes
- Delivers 10% smoother finish vs. conventional 3M sandpaper

**3M Wetordry Sandpaper, 32044, 2000 Grit, 9 inch x 11 inch**

**Body Filler**

- Formulated to be a non-shrinking, non-reactive & permanently durable material
- Shapes in minutes
- Sets quickly to insure same day repair completion

**Bondo Single-Use Body Filler**

**Body Repair Tools/Accessories**

- Designed for high-speed removal of vinyl, decals, graphics, double sided molding tape, stripping and trim
- Will not scratch or damage acrylic enamel or urethane paint
- Not for use on lacquer coatings
- For use with electric drill

**3M Adhesive Eraser Wheel**

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
BODY REPAIR

FIBERGLASS REPAIR

- Perfect for any size job
- Great for repairs on any surface, including metal, fiberglass, and wood
- Will not rust or rot
- 8 square feet
- Designed with use of Fiberglass Resins (PN 401, 402, 404)

Bondo Fiberglass Cloth BON 499

- Perfect for any size job
- Great for repairs on any surface, including metal, fiberglass, and wood
- Will not rust or rot
- 8 square feet
- Designed with use of Fiberglass Resins (PN 401, 402, 404)

Bondo Fiberglass Mat BON 488

FIBERGLASS REPAIR - RESIN

- Can be used alone or with fiberglass tape, cloth or mat
- Can also be used as a sealer on damaged and rotted wood
- Great on large or small metal rust-outs
- Creates a strong and long lasting bond
- Sandable in less than 2 hours

Bondo Fiberglass Resin, 1 Pint (US) Can (Net Weight 14 oz) BON 401
Bondo Fiberglass Resin, Quart (US) Can (Net Weight 29 fl oz) BON 402
Bondo Fiberglass Resin, 1 Gallon (US) Can (Net Weight 118 fl oz) BON 404

BODY REPAIR

ATTACHMENT & MOUNTING TAPE

- Mounts small items to dashboards or other interior surfaces.
- It features a self-sticking adhesive on both sides.
- 1/2” x 75”

3M Scotch Mounting Tape, 1/2” x 75” MMM 03410

- Permanently attaches side moldings, trim and emblems to vehicle exteriors and interiors
- Excellent for narrow width applications
- High strength double-sided adhesive withstands weather and impact
- Easy-to-use press-on tape eliminates tools and mess
- Easy-to-use press-on tape eliminates tools and mess

3M Exterior Attachment Tape MMM 38582

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
BODY REPAIR
WEATHERSTRIP/BODY SEALS

- Multi Purpose Seal
- Self Adhesive Backed
- Recommended for All Size Camper Top and Bed Rails
- Color Black
- Also available in custom lengths of 50’ or 100’

AmeriSeal Camper Top Seal
2” W x 3/16” H x 22’ L AME 12000

- Multi Purpose Seal
- Self Adhesive Backed
- Economy Camper Top Seal
- Color Black
- Also available in custom lengths of 50’ or 100’

AmeriSeal Nitrile Foam Camper Top Tape 1-1/4” W x 3/16” H x 26’ L AME 11140

- Multi Purpose Seal
- Push on Steel Core
- Durable Rubber Weatherstrip
- Color Black
- All Vehicles / Doors, Trunks, Hatchbacks & Hoods

AmeriSeal Side Bulb Weatherstrip (Steel Core) 1” W x 9/16” H x 10’ L AME 19600

- Multi Purpose Seal
- Self Adhesive Backed
- For Doors, Trunks, Hatchbacks & Hoods
- Color Black
- Also available in custom lengths of 20’, 50’ or 100’

AmeriSeal Multi Purpose Bulb Weatherstrip 3/4” W x 7/8” H x 8’ L AME 13480

• Strong bonding and easy to use
• Cut to size, no mess

3M Super Strength Molding Tape,
1/2” x 5 ft MMM 03609
3M Super Strength Molding Tape,
1/2” x 15 ft MMM 03614
3M Super Strength Molding Tape,
7/8” x 5 ft MMM 03615
3M Super Strength Molding Tape,
7/8” x 15 ft MMM 03616

• Multi Purpose Seal
• Self Adhesive Backed
• For Doors, Trunks, Hatchbacks & Hoods
• Color Black
• Also available in custom lengths of 20’, 50’ or 100’

AmeriSeal Multi Purpose Weatherstrip
3/4” W x 5/16” H x 10’ L AME 15160

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*